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RE:  BRIDGE INSPECTION SOFTWARE PURCHASE 
  Consent Agenda: September 18, 2013 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Currently, the bridge inspection and management system is an ACHD created Microsoft Access 
Database that has been temperamental in performance and limited in capabilities.  As a result of the 
Director’s mandate to move away from Access based databases, Staff has researched the available 
options for a new bridge inspection/management software package and has found that Bentley 
InspectTech’s bridge software is the superior choice to meet ACHD’s current and future needs.  The 
software is available on the U.S. General Services Administration website as an approved supplier.  
This memo is to request authorization for ACHD  to execute the Purchase Agreement and Software 
Maintenance and Support Agreement. 

 

      FACTS & FINDINGS 
 

1. Staff identified three software suites that were specifically designed for inspecting and 
managing the Bridge Rating and description information regarding bridges and/or culverts. 
There are an abundant number of software companies that have asset management software, 
and some that offer to create or customize software to accommodate bridges. However, only 
three were found to have an “off-the-shelf” package that specializes in bridge inspection, and is 
therefore immediately available for implementation without significant customization.  The 
three software suites that were researched are as follows: 

 

a. PONTIS - AASHTOWare 
The software is oriented towards the inspection and management of large structures (over 
20 feet in length) and is therefore more suited for state DOTs.  Many local agencies have 
abandoned the system. 
 

b. BRIDGEview - Cartegraph 
About ten years ago ACHD purchased BRIDGEview software. The system was abandoned by 
ACHD after one inspection season. The program was too cumbersome and a lack of 
promised customer service was cited as reasons in a 2003 ACHD memo from the former 
Manager of Engineering.  Like PONTIS, BRIDGEview is more oriented towards inspection 
and management of large structures. Several staff members recently viewed a webinar 
hosted by CarteGraph. The software appeared to have no significant changes. 
 



c. Collector & BridgeInspect Manager – Bentley InspectTech  
• Through Staff’s research, the Bentley InspectTech bridge inspection software has shown 

that it is the most user-friendly and functional product. This program will also require 
the least amount of customization to use with the smaller (under 20-foot span) 
structures that dominate ACHD’s inventory. In addition, staff participated in a webinar 
of this software package and personally checked many cited references to gauge the 
satisfaction of other users. 

 

• This software allows the inspectors to include a great number of high resolution 
pictures in each bridge file.  These photos can be uploaded from the project site 
immediately and communicated to our Bridge Crew for prompt attention and repair. 

 

• The software allows the inclusion of the engineering drawings for each structure.  
Having the plans in the field during the inspection will lead to more accurate 
inspections. This is not currently available with our Access database.   

 

• The software has the capability for the direct import of inspection data of ACHD’s larger 
(20-foot span and longer) structures directly from the ITD database. This will eliminate 
the current ACHD staff time of manually entering the larger bridge data into our system. 
It also ensures that ACHD will have the most current and complete information directly 
from ITD’s inspection data.  

 

2. Bentley InspectTech is currently listed on the U.S. General Services Administration website as an 
approved supplier of Bridge Inspection Software (Contract No.: GS-35F-0484V (ends: June 1, 
2014)). With this option we would not be required to go through a bidding process that would 
include software that would not work for us. 
 

3. The ACHD Legal Department is satisfied that the product listed on the GSA schedule is exempt 
from the purchasing requirements set forth in 67-2806 and ACHD can proceed with the 
purchase without issuing an RFP.   
 

4. The proposed purchase is analogous to a piggy-back and, per ACHD Policy Section 2020, the 
Commission must approve the purchase. 

 

5. The cost for FY 2013 is $50,000 for the outright purchase of a perpetual license to own the 
software.  In FY2014 the cost would be $51,575 for the initial software setup and data 
migration, and $15,898 for the annual subscription should we choose to stay current on future 
product updates.  

 

6. Funds exist to cover the above FY 2013 initial software setup and annual subscription costs, 
and we will need to come up with the $50,000 perpetual software license purchase in FY 2014 
from within the Engineering Division budget. 

 
POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
None 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
Award the contract for the Bentley InspectTech Structure Management System software in the amount 
of $117,473 to Bentley InspectTech and authorize the Deputy Director of Engineering to execute the 
agreement. 
 

cc: Bruce Mills, P.E. 
 


